
6.149 Checkoff 6

http://web.mit.edu/6.149/www/materials.html

What to complete

Due: Monday, January 26 at 5 p.m.

1. checkoff6 math.py, which will contain your code for 6.1 - Math module

2. checkoff6 random.py, which will contain your code for 6.2 - Random module

3. checkoff6 oop.py, which will contain your code for 6.3 - Object-oriented programming

Note: checkoff6 math.py is the same as checkoff5 math.py, so using either is fine. Similarly, checkoff6 random.py is
the same as checkoff5 random.py.

6.1 Math module

Download checkoff6 math.py. In this exercise, we will play with some of the functions provided in the math

module. Remember to add the following line at the top of your program:

import math

To access a function from the math module, we generally call math.func, where func is the name of the function
you want to call. For example, the function math.log(n) calculates the natural logarithm of n.

The math module also contains helpful constants, like e (math.e) and π (math.pi). These values are a special type
of constant variable that belongs to the math module. Note the lack of parentheses - they are not functions or
methods. You can treat math.pi as you would any other variable.

Example: To calculate sin(90◦), we first need to convert from degrees to radians, and then use the sin function
from the math module. Type the following code into your shell:

import math

radians = (90.0 / 360.0) * 2 * math.pi

print math.sin(radians)

Documentation for the math module is available at http://docs.python.org/2/library/math.html.
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Many computations can be expressed concisely using the “multadd” operation, which takes three operands and
computes a ∗ b+ c. One of the purposes of this exercise is to practice pattern-matching: the ability to recognize a
specific problem as an instance of a general category of problems.

Problem 2 relies on code written in problem 1. Make sure to debug your code for problem 1 thoroughly before
moving on.

1. Write a function multadd that takes three parameters, a, b, and c, and returns the float a ∗ b+ c. You may
assume a, b, and c are numbers, but you may not assume anything else about their values or types.

Create three test cases - in comments, write the input and expected output; the function call; and the actual
output after testing. (Of course, if the actual output does not match the expected output, go back and fix
your code.)

2. Underneath your function definition, compute the following values by making a call to the function multadd

and print out the result:

• angle test = sin
(π

4

)
+

cos(π
4 )

2

• ceiling test =

⌈
276

19

⌉
+ 2 log7(12)

Hint: If you are unfamiliar with the notation de, this represents the ceiling of a number. The ceiling of
some float x means that we always “round up” x. For example,
d2.1e = d2.9e = 3.0. Look at the math module documentation for a way to do this!

If everything is working correctly, your output should look like:

sin(pi/4) + cos(pi/4)/2 is:

1.06066017178

ceiling(276/19) + 2 log_7(12) is:

17.5539788165
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6.2 Random module

Download checkoff6 random.py.

1. Write a function called rand divis 3 that takes no parameters. rand divis 3 should:

• Generate a random integer between 0 and 100, inclusive

• Print the random number

• Return True if the random number is divisible by 3; otherwise, return False

For this function we’ll use a new module, the random module. At the top of your code, add the line:

import random

We’ll use this module to generate a random integer using the function randint, which works as follows:

random.randint(low, high)

where low and high are integers that designate the range from which to generate the random integer (this
range is inclusive on both sides).

2. Write a function called roll dice that takes two parameters: num sides, the number of sides of a die; and
num dice, the number of dice to roll. Generate random roll values for each die to simulate rolling each one
once. Print out each roll and then return the sum of the rolls. You may use the built-in sum method for
this problem, and you may assume num sides and num dice are integers. An example output:

>>> roll_sum = roll_dice(6, 3)

4

1

6

>>> print roll_sum
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6.3 Object-oriented programming

Download checkoff6 oop.py. The file contains a class CollegeStudent that we defined and some space for you
to write code or answers (in comments) for the following questions:

1. Create and save a new CollegeStudent instance with characteristics that reflect yourself.

2. What method is called when you create a new CollegeStudent object?

3. What attributes does a CollegeStudent have?

4. Write code that will print the CollegeStudent’s name.

5. In the CollegeStudent class, write a method called printName that prints the CollegeStudent’s name.

6. Write your own class that contains at least two attributes and two methods.
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